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Welcome to something new. Welcome to the first issue 
of Freewheelin’ and what we hope will become one of 
your favourite go-to places for information on cycling in 

Ireland. Whether it’s road, off road or commuting, our aim is to 
bring you something fresh and new to fill your lust for all things 
two wheels.

Born out of a love for cycling, Freewheelin’ is made by cyclists 
for cyclists. And like most ideas, it’s come to fruition following a 
moment of madness or realisation — we’re not quite sure which 
— that Irish cyclists were being a little short changed. 

Growing a little frustrated with no magazine to pick up that 
features cool rides and places to cycle in Ireland, I decided it was 
time for less talking and more action and so the wheels for this 
very issue you’re now reading were set in motion. 

What we want to achieve is simple — spread a little more love 
and light on cycling as an Irish lifestyle, hobby and sport. We aim 
to pick out the best places on this island to ride your bike, while 
using the best products and services to do so in a bid to reduce 
your precious hours spent Googling and more time riding. 

And the best bit, well it’s FREE. It won’t cost you a cent to pick 
up this issue and read it cover to cover. All we ask in return is that 
you tell a friend and share the goods. Enjoy the ride.

Robert
robert@freewheelin.com

Editorial #01



#01 Blue Sky Ride
When the sun shines, Ireland delivers. Quiet country 
roads to the backdrop of a glistening Irish Sea made 
for picture perfect, smiles-for-miles Sunday Spin 
riding up the east coast of County Louth.
Finding roads less travelled, it was a journey of 
discovery — if even just a jaunt on familiar terrain. 

Location: Annagassan, Co. Louth
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#02 The Auld Dubliner
Roam the cobbled streets of home. 
No matter how well you know our 
nation’s capital city, there’s always 
an indescribable and captivating 
charm that draws you in time and 
time again. 
Taking to the Big Smoke on two 
wheels saw us discover pastures 
new on streets of old. 

Location: Temple Bar, Dublin





#03 Run To The Hills
Dance like no one is watching. 
Ride like each day is your last. Our 
chief off-road guru Smiley prefers 
to mix the two together in spades 
and so the mountain becomes his 
dance floor. 

Here he gets loose on  
Specialised’s all-new  
wagon-wheeled Stumpjumper. 

Location: Lumpers, Co. Louth
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Words: Aaron McCann, Photos: Robert Lynn

DESIGNED AND ENGINEERED IN ANTRIM, VITUS 
BIKES CERTAINLY KEPT THE RUGGED NORTH 
EAST ROADS OF IRELAND IN MIND WHEN IT 
CAME TO TURNING OUT THEIR ZENIUM SL PRO 

TEST: VITUS ZENIUM SL PRO DISC

G Q



DISC. ARMED WITH A SPEC LIST OF TECHNICAL FEATURES 
TO RIVAL ANY BIKE IN ITS CLASS, THE ALLOY FRAMED, 
CARBON FORK, HYDRAULIC DISC BRAKE MACHINE CAN HOLD 
ITS OWN ON ANY ROAD, ANYWHERE. GIVING IT A THOROUGH 
SHAKEDOWN, WE PUT IT TO THE TEST…



The Vitus Zenium SL Pro Disc ticks all the boxes 
of an aggressive “all-road” bike. Its hydraulic 
disc brakes paired with 28c tyres, alloy frame, 

carbon fork and comfortable geometry set up allow it 
to tackle any adventure thrown at it.

With a solid two month’s riding done on the Vitus 
Zenium I’m not ashamed to admit that I’ve thoroughly 
fallen in love with it — it’s the bike I never knew I 
needed. From training to touring, we’ve done it all at 
this stage. Irish roads are a unique beast and a true 
test of man and machine. But the Zenium comes into 
its own on the worst of them — eating up the miles 
while you sit back and enjoy the ride.

As a racer myself I’ve drifted away from the very 
reason I first got into cycling — getting outside to 
explore the countryside and the adventures down 
farm lanes and byroads that you don’t often get to 
experience on your racer. 

The Zenium brought all this back. I’ve clocked more 
rides this time of year than ever before thanks to the 
all-road bike that keeps you wanting more. Gone 
are the bone-shaking rattles and stiff shoulders and 
wrists that follow a spin on my racer around my local 
back roads, which has lead to more saddle time in the 
spring and summer months.

INTO THE RIDE
The first thing I noticed when I set off was how quiet 
the bike is. With the Shimano 11-speed Ultegra 6800 
groupset, KMC chain and Michelin Pro Race 4’s all 
working together like a dream, it keeps the noise to a 
minimum.

On main roads the bike just cruises along as your 
standard road bike would. The bigger tyres paired 
with the relaxed geometry really drain out road 
vibrations, but the bike really feels at home charging 
up and down country roads. 

As part of the test I took the Zenium out with some 
friends who were riding a mix of CX and road bikes. 
What I found was that it was more than capable to 
keep up with both when sprinting out of the saddle 
trying to drop one another or taking some sketchy 
lines cutting corners and hopping over road furniture 
and grass verges.



TEST: VITUS ZENIUM SL PRO DISC

“Irish roads are a unique beast… 
But the Zenium comes into its 
own on the worst of them - 

eating up the miles while you sit 
back and enjoy the ride.”



“…the Zenium gives you a confidence boost 
knowing it will take the pot holes you 
don’t see, stay upright on the corners 
you may overshoot and stop on a dime…”



ME, MYSELF AND GOOGLE MAPS
Feeling more adventurous I took on the challenge of 
some touring by riding from Drogheda to Kilkenny. 
With a 170-kilometre day ahead of me, I was wary 
if I could stay comfortable on the bike for over six 
hours in the saddle while also carrying a backpack. 
However, this wasn’t an issue as the wide bars offer 
plenty of positions with its swept-back styled top 
section and comfortable drops. 

Travelling on unknown roads with Miss Lady 
Google Maps in my ear to guide me, the Zenium gives 
you a confidence boost knowing it will take the pot 
holes you don’t see, stay upright on the corners you 
may overshoot and stop on a dime with the fantastic 
Shimano BR-RS 805 hydraulic brakes if (and when) 
she forgets to tell you about a T-junction coming up 
around a blind bend. 

Another thing about touring with Google Maps and 
selecting the most direct route is that the terrain can 
somewhat vary from point-to-point. Faced with dual 
carriageways, B-roads, lanes, bike paths, people’s 
gardens (Shh! — Ed) and the hottest trend in cycling 
right now, gravel roads — the Zenium SL Pro Disc 
took it all in its stride.

While not a huge STRAVA user, I’ve got my own 
personal KOMs that I like to head out chasing. I 
accepted I wasn’t going to make a dent in my 10-mile 
TT PB, so instead headed towards the mountains with 
the Zenium and this is where I really fell in love with it. 

The relaxed geometry, upright position, wide bars, 
bolt-through T700 HM-UD carbon fork, bulky bottom 
bracket and Vision Team 30 wheelset all meshed 
superbly together to create a super-efficient setup 
for cranking up the long climbs. The versatile Ultegra 
6800 Compact Chainset kept the gears coming as the 
gradient increased and didn’t restrict you from trying 
to shake off your mates when racing back down the 
other side.

TEST: VITUS ZENIUM SL PRO DISC



TEST: VITUS ZENIUM SL PRO DISC



SMILES FOR MILES
Coming to the end of my long-term test I’m strongly 
considering busting out the ever popular N+1 formula, 
N being the number of bikes you currently own, I 
currently don’t own an all-road bike.

If you’re getting into cycling, riding a hybrid and 
finding yourself upping the distance — but nervous 
of jumping to a racing bike or even an all out racer 
— then this bike is for you. For those looking to take 
their foot off the gas at the end of the season, get out 
with your mates to enjoy a local sportive or even start 
winter training, then the Zenium should be on your 
shopping list.

Initially I thought the Vitus Zenium was going to be 
too slow, too heavy and would just underperform. But 
a week into riding, it blew me away with its versatility. 
I was hooked. Lightning fast and brilliant fun to ride, it 
always brought a smile to my face.

Overall the under toned — almost raw — paint 
scheme and brilliant finishing components, tidy 
cockpit, chunky wheels and fork, carbon seatpost and 
spacers makes for a well-respected, classy bike out 
on the road.

“…the under toned - almost raw - paint 
scheme and brilliant finishing compo-

nents, tidy cockpit, chunky wheels and 
fork, carbon seatpost and spacers 

makes for a well-respected, classy bike 
out on the road.”



Manufacturer: Vitus Bikes
Model: Zenium SL Pro Disc
Test Size: 58cm Frame

Weight: 8.6kg (size 54cm)
Price: €1850 / £1549.99
Availability: www.vitusbikes.com

The 350mm long Vitus carbon seat 
post features a 15mm offset to en-
sure a fully adjustable ride position.

SEATPOST

TYRE CLEARANCE
Tyre clearance is up to 28mm wide 
tyres. Michelin PRO 4 Service 
Course rubber (700c x 25c) fitted 
as standard.

TECHN ICAL INSPECT ION



TEST: VITUS ZENIUM SL PRO DISC

Flaring of the seat tube at the bot-
tom bracket junction increases lat-
eral stiffness for optimised power 
transfer and vertical compliance.

BOTTOM BRACKET

The Vitus stem allows for a +/-6 
degree rise. Carbon spacers 
further customise ride.

STEM

Full carbon fork features tapered 
carbon steerer for increased steer-
ing precision with reduced road 
buzz from rough road surfaces. 
15mm through axle provides en-
hanced braking performance and 
handling to counteract the brake 
forces transmitted through one 
side of the fork.

FORK
Shimano BR-RS 805 hydraulic 
disc brakes ensure the Zenium 
will stop in all weather on a dim. 
Up front is a 160mm rotor, with a 
140mm rotor on the rear.

BRAKES

Q







Sightseeing the capital for a fiver

DublinBikes



WHY WALK WHEN YOU CAN CYCLE. WE TAKE A TOUR 
OF DUBLIN’S FAIR CITY‘S SIGHTS AND SOUNDS BY 
DUBLINBIKES FOR LESS THAN THE PRICE OF A PINT.
Words & Photos: Robert Lynn



It’s kind of strange how 
feature ideas sometimes come 
together. But that chat in the pub 

with my soon-to-be brother-in-law 
is basically what led to a leisurely 
spin around Dublin by bike. But 
not just any bike, dublinbikes. You 
know, the bicycle scheme that’s 
been in operation in our nation’s 
capital for the best part of 10 years 
now and the one which is proving 
itself as one of the most successful 
bike rental schemes in Europe.

Sightseeing Dublin city by 
bicycle is probably not the most 

obvious mode of transport that 
comes to mind. For starters the 
logistics of bringing a bicycle into 
the city would naturally put many 
Irish folk off from doing so, never 
mind those flying in from abroad. 
Regardless of whether you’re an 
active cyclist or not, it’s hassle. 
You’ve got to get your bike to 
Dublin and then you’ve got to deal 
with the effort of securely locking it 
to an immovable object whenever 
parked up. Yes, there’s a bit of 
stress involved alright.

So that’s where Coca-Cola Zero 

“HOW MUCH?”
“A FIVER…”
“WHAT, FIVE EURO FOR THE DAY?”
“NO, THREE DAYS.”
“SERIOUSLY? BUT 
THAT’S…”
“CHEAP? …I KNOW.”
“BUT I’M FROM 
DUBLIN, HOW COME I 
DON’T KNOW THAT?”
“…NOW THAT I DON’T 
KNOW!”



dublinbikes come in. With 1,500 
identical bicycles dotted around the 
city in hundreds of parking stations, 
you literally click, collect and pedal 
away. And when you’ve got to 
where you need to be, park it up 
in the Coca-Cola Zero dublinbikes 
station, walk away and do your 
business. Then, when you need to 
be on your way again, simply grab 
another one. In a sense it almost 
sounds a little too good to be true, 
but yet somehow it is.

If you’re new to the concept, 
allow me to give you the gist 
of it. The dublinbikes scheme 
was launched in 2009 with a 
view to offering a cheap and 
easy method of transport to get 
around the capital. In total there 
are 101 bike stations and 1,500 
bikes in operation. It works on 
a subscription basis where you 
can sign up for an annual fee or 
a three-day contract. An annual 
fee will cost you €25 and for those 
using the three-day service, like we 

did, it’ll cost you a whopping €5. 
When you use the bike, the first 

30 minutes of every journey taken 
is free. Thereafter a charge per 
hour is applied. But if you swap the 
bike every half hour — and you’re 
never much more than 15 minutes 
from any given station — you can 
enjoy three days cycling the city for 
less than the price of a pint.

GO YOUR OWN WAY
Keen to put the theory to the 

test we headed out to explore 
Dublin by two wheels. A quick 
download of the dublinbikes app — 
AllBikesNow — told us how far we 
were from the nearest station and 
how many bikes were available to 
take. Signing up is relatively simple 
and done so at a bike station. To 
register you need to make your 
way to a station which accepts 
a credit card (not all do, but the 
app will tell you which ones do). 
For us the journey started north 



“…the first 30 minutes of every journey 

taken is free. …you can enjoy three days 

cycling the city for less than the price 

of a pint.”



side outside the 3 Arena. After a relatively simple on-
screen multi-step procedure we were all signed up 
and ready for action.

Built for comfort and not speed is the name of 
the game with these babies. But when you’re trying 
to take in the sights, you don’t exactly need Tour 
de France carbon specced steeds. A simple three-
speed gear change will keep you moving uphill and 
on flatland terrain nicely. And should the weather turn 
sour, sizeable front and rear mudguards will keep you 
splash free.

By the time we’d made our way down the quays 
and headed across Samuel Beckett Bridge, we were 
feeling at home. A steady flow made easy by the quiet 
Bank Holiday morning traffic took us swiftly around to 
our first stop of the day at Merrion Square. Docking 
at a station at the junction of Mount Street Lower and 
Merrion Square East, we left our bikes behind and 
took a dander through the park. 

FATHER TED
Visitors either end of the literature scale will 

welcome a few minutes spent here with statues 
dedicated to Oscar Wilde and also Dermot Morgan 
of Father Ted fame. The Joker’s Chair was erected in 
2002 in memory of the late Dermot Morgan. A gigantic 
bronze chair, it’s certainly worth checking out if not 
for a cool photo opportunity. At the corner of Merrion 
Square West you’ll find Oscar Wilde kicking back on 
a rock surveying his city, while just outside the park 
is The Oscar Wilde House — former childhood home 
to one of Dublin’s most famous sons and writers, 
the National Gallery of Ireland, National Museum of 
Ireland and of course Leinster House.

Keen to put a few miles on our legs, we picked up 
fresh bikes at station #26 on Merrion Square West 
and left the immediacy of the city centre for a spin 
down the banks of the canal along Wilton Terrace and 
Grand Parade before swinging past Iveagh Gardens 
and then dropping the bikes off outside Stephen’s 
Green Shopping Centre for a coffee stop.

With a brew and a bun in our bellies it was back on 
the road, stopping off at Trinity College - home to the 
Book of Kells - and then over to Temple Bar and its 



HOW IT WORKS

Hiring a Coca-Cola Zero dublinbike
Log in at the terminal using your Coca-Cola Zero 
dublinbikes Annual Card, associated Leap Card or 
your 3-Day Ticket.
Enter your PIN and select an available bike on 
screen. You then have 60 seconds to press the 
unlocking button on the stand of the bike you have 
chosen. 
Once you have pressed the button, you have 5 
seconds to remove the bike from the stand. 

Returning a Coca-Cola Zero dublinbike
With your journey complete, locate the nearest station 
with available stands. 
An audio signal of two beeps and a green indicator 
light on the stand confirm that the bike is locked 
correctly and your usage is complete. 
If there are no available stands at the station, use the 
terminal to locate a nearby station with availability. 
Coca-Cola Zero dublinbikes will give you 15 minutes 
free-of-charge use to get there.



“With 1500 identical bicycles dotted 
around the city in hundreds of parking 
stations, you literally click, collect and 
pedal away.” famous cobbled streets. Another quick swap of bikes 

and we headed east down the Liffey towards  
Dublin’s iconic black gates of the Guinness 
Storehouse. A must for anyone spending a bit of time 
in the capital is a tour of the home where Guinness is 
born. Learn the art of pouring the perfect pint before 
sinking a mouthful of the black stuff from their seventh 
storey Gravity Bar with 360 degree views overlooking 
Dublin.

Station #76 is a handy two minutes walk from the 
Guinness Storehouse making it easy to check out one 
of Dublin’s most famous landmarks. The Storehouse 
can get kind of busy during peak seasons, so it’s best 
to book ahead if you plan on paying it a visit. Even 
if you don’t plan on doing a tour, a photo outside the 
iconic black gates is a must.

BAGPIPES ON THE LIFFEY
Back in the saddle we pedalled our way over 

the Liffey and down Wolfe Tone Quay towards the 
Ha’penny Bridge. You never quite know what you’re 
going to get round here and as we parked up to take 
a breather along the banks of the Liffey, two men in a 
boat playing bagpipes paddled on by. You gotta love 
the capital.

Casting a quick eye on the clock we scooted on 
towards station #33 beside the GPO on O’Connell 
Street for our final stop of the day. With the Spire, 
Moore Street and the Garden of Remembrance all 
within spitting distance of each other, it proved a 
worthy stop to cap off our day.

For the price of a pint or fish ’n chips, Dublin by 
bike is certainly a unique and charming way to see 
the city. Certainly easier on the legs than walking, you 
can cram as much or as little as you want into your 
trip. And with the added benefit of not having to worry 
about finding a safe spot to keep your pride and joy 
under lock and key, all you have to do is just grab ’n 
go as and when you need it.









AINE O’REILLY
“Living in Dubin for many years 

you can forget what’s on offer in 
the city. I discovered parts of it I 
wasn’t even aware off, such as the 
Oscar Wilde monument & the Jok-
er’s Chair in Merrion square. It was 
nice to play the tourist and from a 
cyclist’s perspective. 

“I think the best bit about dub-
linbikes was not having to worry 
about where you were going to 
lock up your bike. The ease of 
docking in and parking took away 
all responsibility and left us free to 
wander to any attraction or coffee 
shop. It’s definitely an excellent 
and inexpensive way to see the 
city. You can’t go wrong for a fiver!”



dublinbikes 
was launched in 

2009

96%
of dublinbike 

journeys are free

There are 101 
bike stations & 

1500 bikes



 ‘ ‘

18,000,000 
journeys taken 

to date

The scheme has 
67,569 

annual subscribers

In 2016 Paul Kelly 

completed the Wicklow 
200 on a dublinbike 

in 10 hours



My Ride
LAURA  MCAULEY  |  TREK  ÉMONDA  SL

I’VE BEEN CYCLING SINCE 
I WAS 12 YEARS OLD, 
STARTING OUT WITH MY 
FATHER DOING 
20-30 KILOMETRE RIDES.

I BOUGHT MY TREK ÉMONDA 
SL NEW FROM QUAY CYCLES IN 
DROGHEDA FOR SUMMER 2017. 
IT’S A FULL CARBON MODEL 
WITH A 56CM CARBON FRAME 
SET AND FORK, FINISHED IN A 
VIPER RED COLOUR SCHEME.

I DO A COUPLE OF CYCLE 
RIDES EACH WEEK DURING THE 
SUMMER EVENINGS AND ON 
MOST WEEKENDS JOIN THE 
CLUB FOR A 100-KILOMETRE 
PLUS SUNDAY SPIN.

I ENJOY MY CLUB RIDES. YOU LEARN 
HOW TO RIDE CLOSELY IN A GROUP, 
ADAPT TO A CONSISTENT PACE, 
WHILE ALSO TAKING TURNS TO LEAD.

Whiteriver  Wheelers



My Ride

MY CLUB IS THE WHITERIVER 
WHEELERS IN DUNLEER, CO. LOUTH.

I PREVIOUSLY OWNED A FELT 
BUT ONLY A CARBON FORK. THE 
MOVE TO FULL CARBON HAS 
TRANSFORMED MY CYCLING. 
OVERALL THE BIKE JUST FEELS 
SO MUCH LIGHTER, FASTER AND 
SMOOTHER ON THE ROAD.I JUST COMPLETED THE D2K ON MY TREK 

ÉMONDA SL. WE STARTED IN DUNLEER 
AND FINISHED IN BALLINALSOE. WE RODE 
200 KILOMETRES IN ONE DAY.





The Big
Interview

CYCLING IRELAND IS THE GOVERNING BODY FOR 
CYCLING IN IRELAND. INITIALLY ESTABLISHED 
TO SERVE THE NEEDS OF THOSE CYCLING 
COMPETITIVELY, THE BODY HAS GROWN AND 
DEVELOPED OVER TIME TO ALSO INCLUDE THOSE 
WHO CYCLE FOR ENJOYMENT AND FOR THOSE 
WHERE CYCLING IS A MEANS OF TRANSPORT AND 
COMMUTING TOOL TO WORK. 
WE SAT DOWN WITH CYCLING IRELAND’S 
BARBARA CONNOLLY (CYCLING STANDARD 
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER) AND HEATHER BOYLE 
(COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER) TO TALK ALL 
THINGS TWO WHEELS AND IN PARTICULAR THE 
COMMUTING ROADS OF IRELAND.

Cycling Ireland
THE COMMUTING ROADS OF IRELAND

Words & Photos: Robert Lynn



Firstly, what is Cycling Ireland 
about, what’s its purpose and who 
does it serve? 

Heather Boyle: “Cycling Ireland is the 
governing body for cycling in Ireland. 
Primarily we look after cycling as a 
sport but also as an activity. One of our 
biggest remits is that we look after 900 
events run around the country on an 
annual basis through the 450 cycling 
clubs affiliated to Cycling Ireland. We 
cover different disciplines — road, 
off-road, track and BMX. 

“A lot of our members also use the 
bicycle as a form of transport so we’ve 
also grown our focus to include the 
commuting space by aligning with 
cyclist.ie — the cycling advocacy group. 
No matter what area of cycling you are 
involved in the most important thing is 

to remain safe on the roads. As a result 
we’ve become a lot more vocal and 
believe strongly in representing them 
in that space. Who we are is changing 
all the time but remains in line with the 
wishes of our members.”
Barbara Connolly: “One of the biggest 
examples is Cycling Ireland’s position 
with Cycle Right — the national 
standard for cycle training. Since 2000 
there has been a growing level in cycle 
training around the country. In 2014 
we trained 25,000 children across the 
country. Cycling Ireland’s prime position 
in the process is a statement of intent to 
ensure the best cycling standards while 
looking after cyclists on the road. We do 
that in partnership with the Department 
of Transport and the Road Safety 
Authority (RSA).”



People may associate Cycling 
Ireland with competition cyclists, 
but your biggest yield of members 
are leisure cyclists — what benefits 
do they gain and is it applicable to 
commuters? 

Heather: “When we talk about leisure 
cycling we’re referring to those who still 
do 100-kilometre plus rides but would 
fall under the sportive non-competitive 
umbrella. They make up about 65 per 
cent of our members and have been the 
biggest growth area in recent years.”
Barbara: “There is also the whole other 
category of commuters that fall under 
the dublinbike scheme. While not 
Cycling Ireland members, we still serve 
them in our brief with the Department of 
Transport and RSA. We focus on ways 
to make the road safer by campaigning 
and representing them for facilities and 

services that will enhance cycling in 
general.”

The 2016 Census figures show a 
17 per cent rise in cycle commuting 
since 2011, what’s contributing to 
the rise?

Barbara: “There’s a body of opinion 
that would say during the recession 
golf’s loss became cycling’s gain. A lot 
of people swapped their clubs for a set 
of wheels. But there’s also been a shift 
in lifestyle — people are living healthier 
lives now. Cycling is the ideal way of 
getting hidden exercise. If you commute 
to your job, college or school, there’s 
no better way than cycling to combine 
it with exercise. Thirty minutes per day, 
five times a week will help achieve your 
recommended exercise levels.”



There seems to be a severe lack of clarity 
with cycle lanes, especially in Dublin — 
sudden ends, crossing three lanes of traffic 
with no warning. Does the cycle network need 
a major rethink?

Barbara: “Yes, very definitely yes! There are a lot 
of plans. If you look at Dublin City Council’s plans 
for bike lanes there is a lot of hope. But there’s an 
issue with the length of time it takes for things to 
happen. And also the eternal issue of budget. At the 
moment the city’s focus is on completion of the new 
Luas lines. But we’ve had a very positive statement 
from the Minister that in September’s Mid Term 
Review cycling is getting priority.”

Some motorists will argue that there simply 
isn’t enough space for this infrastructure, 
what’s your response to that?

Barbara: “Looking at Holland, decisions were 
taken at both local and national level to facilitate 
the environment they want. That process is finally 
happening here. In Dublin by 2015 we were already 
back up to pre-recession levels of traffic congestion. 
When the new Luas line is operational, the increase 
will be 20 per cent more than it was in 2015, despite 
needing a 25 per cent reduction on 2015 figures to 
facilitate the new Luas line. Dublin can’t handle its 
current traffic congestion and that’s the reality — 
our city is bulging. Once the Luas is operational we 
need to reduce traffic by 30 to 40 per cent. And the 
way to do that is cycling.”

Has the popularity and growth of cycling 
exceeded the pace of development?

Heather: “I think that’s a fair judgement. A lot of 
catch up needs to happen. It’s great to see so many 
cycling but that comes with challenges. There’s 
a balance of hard and soft measures. The hard 
measures take time — the building of the cycle 



“Cycling is the ideal way of getting 
hidden exercise. Thirty minutes per 
day, five times a week will help achieve 
your recommended exercise levels.”



lanes takes time. But the soft measures — Minimum 
Passing Distance Law (MPDL) and reducing of speed 
limits — are moving.”

An inhibiting factor for cycle-commuters is the 
lack of secure long-term parking. Is there plans 
to follow our Dutch counterparts with bike parks 
— a miniature version of multi-story car parks?

Barbara: “Part of Dublin’s resistance to cycling is 
driven by retail organisation, who also own multi-
storey carparks. We have the facilities there, we just 
need a kick start from retailers to get it moving. Ten 
bikes equal one car space. In Holland, councils have 
taken over derelict buildings and turned them into 
secure parking for cyclists. They have a bike park 
beside central stations that holds 12,000 bicycles 
and is filled everyday. So yes it works and could be a 
business opportunity for someone here to take hold 
of.”
Heather: “Westport restructured their town to include 
smarter travel like cycling. What they did was replace 
parking bays in front of shops with bicycle racks and 
pedestrianised some streets. They found more people 
came into the town and visited more than one shop 
when they did so.”

Cycling Ireland are campaigning for an increase 
in transport budget allocation. How much are 
we talking about and what can be done with it?

Barbara: “We’ve met with Minister Ross regards this. 
The generally regarded figure that all cycle-friendly 
cities allocate is 10 per cent. We’re still at one per 



“Dublin can’t handle it’s current traffic 
congestion — our city is bulging. Once 
the Luas is operational we need to re-
duce traffic by 30 to 40 per cent. And 
the way to do that is cycling.”



cent. But the commitment from the 
Department of Transport this year has 
been substantial and very positive. 
There’s definitely an acknowledgement 
of a need for increase. Cycling is on 
their agenda. In order to hit emission 
targets something has to happen and 
if we don’t get there by 2020 we’ll 
pay substantial fines to the European 
Union.”

There have been calls by the 
IBBA for the Bike to Work scheme 
turnover to reduce from five to 
three years. Has there been any 
progress on this?

Barbara: “If comparing to cars and how 
regular people change their cars, three 
years makes more sense. Also when 
you factor greenways and retailers 
supporting cycling then it needs to be 
done soon rather than later.”

What is the Minimum Passing 
Distance Law and its importance?

Barbara: “It’s one metre for 50km/h or 
less and at higher speeds the minimum 
passing distance a motorist should give 
to a cyclist on the roads is 1.5 metres. 
Phil Skelton in Wexford has also done 
huge work in campaigning for the MPDL 
and it’s been supported in government 
by Minister Ciaran Cannon. It’s very 
much about educating motorists to give 
more space to cyclists and creating an 
awareness about what it’s like to be on 
a bicycle.”
Heather: “Phil Skelton has been single-
handedly pushing this issue forward 
and set up the Staying Alive at 1.5 
campaign. It’s also about informing 
motorists that if there isn’t 1.5 metres 
of space available then it’s not a safe 
time to overtake. It’s better to wait than 
risk an accident. Whether the legislation 
gets passed into law or not, the Staying 



Alive at 1.5 campaign has done a lot 
to improve motorists attitude towards 
cyclists.”

With 11 deaths in the first 
six months of 2017, are the 
government and Minister Shane 
Ross dragging their heels on 
implementing this?

Heather: “Eleven deaths in six months 
is horrendous. Even one is too many.”
Barbara: “It tends to get narrowed down 
to fatalities, which are unacceptable, but 
it’s not the end of the story. That figure 
doesn’t take into account of the life 
changing injuries others have suffered 
too. In fairness to the Department 
of Transport and Minister Ross they 
know something needs to be done but 
unfortunately things take time. They 
see a need for education, motorist 
education and that the road is a shared 
space. There’s a ways to go, but we’re 
getting there.” 

Some key public commentators 
express an anti-cycle stance, 
especially on national airwaves. 
Is it wrong that these people 
of a powerful public voice are 
essentially preaching distain to 
other traffic users regards cyclists 
and therefore increasing their 
vulnerability 
on the road?

Heather: “The media is an interesting 
place, whether on line, radio or in 
the papers. Unfortunately things like 
generating click bait drive media 
engagement. What I find interesting is 

that if I do an interview about cycling, 
they automatically pitch me against an 
opposing side. But if it’s a discussion 
about motoring safety then you never 
hear an opposing side. We’re trying to 
talk about making the roads safer — 
safer for everyone. So it’s not necessary 
to have a ‘them versus us’ scenario for 
cycling. We’re trying to quieten those 
type of debates.”

Greenways are not just a tourist 
attraction. An economic analysis 
of the Great Western Greenway 
shows it also serves as a 
commuter link for school children 
too. How important is further 
investment in these projects?

Heather: “The average age of 
our members is 40. So reducing 
the average profile of cycling to a 
younger age is necessary. But if you 
ask any parent they fear the roads 
are too dangerous now for children. 
Thankfully studies on places like the 
Great Western Greenway show that 
it’s not just a tourist facility but also 
an important transport link for school 
children too. It shows that if you build 
something for cycling, it’s not just a 
single use project — the greenways and 
segregated cycleways built now see 
other users not previously envisaged 
utilising them too. They’re easily 
meeting their return on investment.”



100% SPEEDCRAFT
Price: €180
Speedcraft is the top-line eyewear from 100% and cur-
rent eyewear of choice for UCI World Champion Peter 
Sagan. 

The glasses’ main feature is the eye-catching sin-
gle-lens, designed to increase peripheral view. The 
Speedcraft features a 2mm thick Dalloz lens with 100% 
UV protection and anti-reflective coating.

By eliminating framing along the bridge of your nose 
this allows for enhanced space between the lens and 
rider’s face. The result is increased airflow and reduced 
fogging. The wrap-around design  and rubber coated 
nose and arms anchor the glasses to your face.

The Speedcraft comes with an extra low-light lens, 
carry case, microfibre bag and two interchangeable nose 
pads. There are seven designs to choose from.

www.ride100percent.com

SPIN11 S+ BIO  
CERAMIC SHORT 
SLEEVE JERSEY
Price: €59.95
The Blue S+ Bio Ceramic Short Sleeve 
Jersey is a multi panel garment made 
from a polyester fibre, embedded with 
bioceramic material. 

It has an extremely high thermal 
insulation coefficient, which means that 
temperature is kept constant even in 
extreme climatic conditions.

The jersey features a full length zip-
per. The silicone gripper on the waist and 
taped arm bands with a silicone surface 
prevent the jersey from rolling up during 
your ride. 

Three pockets on the rear hold all 
your needs, while as a bonus, an extra 
zip pocket is a great place to stash your 
cash, keys or phone.

SPIN11 S+ SPEED 
U PANEL BIB 
SHORTS
Price: €69.95
Designed in conjunction with the Irish 
national cycling team, the Spin11 S+ 
Speed U Panel bib shorts are packed 
with technical features to ensure a com-
fortable ride. 

Well fitted, they feature flat seams for 
maximum comfort and reduced rubbing 
in prone areas. The multi-panel construc-
tion further aids a comfortable fit when 
in the riding position. The power lycra 
material, designed to assist blood flow 
circulation, is a nice touch.

The high-tech Cytech chamois pad is 
breathable and quick drying thanks to its 
Super Air base layer and built for long 
days in the saddle.

Finished in stylish colours, Irish owned 
Spin11 are punching hard with their lat-
est offering of cycle wear.

www.spin11.com
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The Wee County's Coastline

SUNDAY SPIN

CLOCKING UP THE MILES 
WE TAKE A RIDE ALONG 
THE ENTIRE COASTLINE 
OF COUNTY LOUTH AND 
GET TREATED TO SOME 
HIDDEN GEMS, FORGOTTEN 
TRAFFIC-FREE ROADS AND 
BRILLIANT SUNSHINE ON A 
SUNDAY SPIN TO SAVOUR.
Words & Photos: Robert Lynn



The Wee County's Coastline



Familiarity breeds blinkers. 
Daily sights, sounds and sit-
uations encourages a feeling 

of unappreciated normality. You 
become accustomed to your sur-
roundings and assume you know 
every twist, turn, hill and gulley of 
your doorstep training rides. Fa-
miliarity can sometimes leave you 
going through the motions, while 
lusting pastures new and pastures 
greener. I guess it’s something 
we’re all guilty of at one point or 
other.

As a Louth man born and raised, 
I’d like to say I know all the pot-
holes, speed bumps and grinding 
climbs of my road rides well. I’ve 
left some sweat on the roadside. 
But do I really know my county? I 
thought I did until I decided to push 
the boundaries a little more, a little 
further afield, by cranking a few 
more unfamiliar miles into the legs. 
And what did I find? Well, for the 
country’s smallest county, Louth 
sure holds a lot of hidden gems. 

The route was fairly simple — 
start at Louth’s most southerly bor-
der line in Drogheda and follow our 
noses north to its northern border 
line, keeping the coastline on our 
right shoulder to guide us. But in all 
honestly, I didn’t exactly know how 
long the route would be. Grant-
ed Louth is the smallest county in 
Ireland but that’s land mass and 
square miles. A jagged coastline 
line is a different thing and one that 
can be deceiving. 

Plotting the ride, the start line 
was pencilled in for Drogheda. Or 
to be more specific, on the Hugh 
DeLacy Bridge above the River 
Boyne. Heading a brief east along 

the river’s estuary, it was then 
northwards filtering through villag-
es and hamlets of Termonfeckin, 
Clogherhead, Salterstown, Castle-
bellingham and Blackrock, before 
skirting past the edge of Dundalk. 
Veering right at Ballymascanlon be-
gan the homestretch to Carlingford 
via some forgotten lanes of Whites 
Town and Ballynamoney. Clocking 
in at a reasonable 84 kilometres, 
it’s certainly not going to break 
any records, but is a challenge for 
many. And if you’re game, a return 
route will see you pushing on for a 
long day in the saddle.

As with any group ride decid-
ing on a time and date is always 
a gamble on the Irish weather. 
You never quite know what you’re 
going to wake up to until you roll 
back the curtains and see it for 
yourself. Rolling the dice just right, 
the day turned out to be a cracker 
of a one for cycling. Despite only 
8am, the sun was already splitting 
the stones and more importantly 
there was hardly a breeze in the 
air — result. Porridge gulped, fac-
tor 30 sun cream applied and a 
final check of tyre pressures, saw 
us rendezvoused at the quayside. 
A mixed and varied bunch of ability 
and agility, we ranged from serious 
roadie to born-again-roadie with 
die-hard mountain bikers in be-
tween. Some of us would need a 
100 kilometres to warm up, others 
have rarely even driven that far by 
car and one had never road-cycled 
in his life. As groups go, I wasn’t 
sure if all of us would make it, but 
knew I’d be given a fair assess-
ment of the ride and a barrel of 
laughs along the way.



“Despite only 8am, the sun was already 
splitting the stones and more importantly 

there was hardly a breeze in the 
air - result.”





With hardly a sniff of a car on the road, we left 
Drogheda behind and got up to a steady speed. Not 
out to break any records, an early comfortable flow 
of 22km/h had us rolling easy out the blissfully quiet 
R167. The wild garlic aromas of Beaulieu House and 
Gardens filled the air and together with the dazzling 
blue skies it was a morning to savour on two wheels 
— the weather gods were delivering the goods.

FRESH LEGS
Within eight kilometres of starting we’d already 

passed Baltray and were soon ticking Termonfeckin 
off our list as we joined the R167 towards the fishing 
village of Clogherhead. Between the group banter 
and rolling roads, Clogherhead almost caught us by 
surprise. Despite this being a fun-only Sunday Spin, 
competition among friends is always brewing at the 
surface and the short-but-sharp climb up Main Street 
gave chance to feel each other out. 

Fresh early legs had everyone giving it a go with 
the prize of bragging rights awaiting whoever rolled 
over the top in front.

The welcomed downside helped level the heart 
rates back to acceptable and at the village’s church 
we swung right onto the L2244 Coast Road to ride 
within touching distance of the sea. Empty of traffic, 
these coastal backroads were a relaxing scenario and 
not having to cycle within six inches of the hedge line 
was proving an unfamiliar pleasure. 

Soaking up the miles we momentarily set the coast 
to our backs as we joined the R166 at Togher before 
then hooking right into the forgotten hamlet of Salter-

“Empty of traffic, these 
coastal backroads were a 
relaxing scenario and not 
having to cycle within six 
inches of the hedge line 
was proving an unfamiliar 
pleasure.”



stown that looped back onto the coast by the idyllic 
Salterstown Pier.

Stopping to soak up the view, the lure of the Cooley 
Mountains taunted us from the opposite side of the 
bay. Crystal clear on a day like that, they appeared 
closer than they looked, but in reality with Castlebel-
lingham and Dundalk still to conquer, there were still 
plenty of road miles left to munch.

Pushing on we rejoined the R166 that led us into 
Annagassan. There was no time to call into the infa-
mous Glyde Inn, but our scheduled stop at Castlebel-
lingham was almost in sight and our rumbling stom-
achs and coffee-starved brains helped get us there in 
minutes.

COFFEE BEANS
A perfect stop on the ride, Castlebellingham acted 

as an ideal halfway house between Drogheda and 
Carlingford to rest the legs. The 18th century thatched 
cottage of Foley’s Tea Rooms had the coffee beans 
roasting and a plate of much-needed sandwiches 
waiting with our names on them. With bellies a bit full-
er than expected, there were a few reluctant moans 
and groans as we cranked our legs back into life.

The old R132 Dundalk Road was void of any spec-
tacular views and a little busier than the roads we’d 
just come. A brief roadside stop at Dunnes Drilling 
got the water bottles refilled before swinging right 
and dropping into Blackrock. Wedged on a sunny 
day like that, we were relieved we’d had our pit stop 
a few miles back as we weaved our way through the 

“The 18th century thatched 
cottage of Foley’s Tea 
Rooms had the coffee 
beans roasting and a plate 
of much-needed 
sandwiches waiting with 
our names on them.”





“A brief roadside stop at Dunnes 
Drilling got the water bottles 
refilled before swinging right 
and dropping into Blackrock.”







“With Carlingford’s road signs now 
down to single digits, whatever was 

left in our legs was soon left on the 
road as we sprinted towards the 

imaginary finish line in true Tour 
de France spirits.”



bumper-to-bumper traffic.
Blackrock village filtered into Dundalk town and the volume 

of traffic had noticeably risen. It was back to serious town com-
muting as we head past the racecourse up the link road. The 
hard shoulder riding proved a little too rough and I picked up 
what was to be our one and only puncture of the trip — damn, I 
wasn’t going to live that one down. 

Repairs made we cracked on, heading down the R173 to 
Carlingford. This was the one part of the trip we were all look-
ing least forward to. Boring but necessary, the R173 was our 
only option to take and unfortunately it was also every other 
road user’s option too. Uncomfortable to say the very least, the 
endless noisy stream of traffic reduced us to a deflated stream 
of single file riding. The trip couldn’t end like this — we had to 
make an impromptu detour — even if it added in extra miles.

BEATING AROUND THE BUSH
A hard right at The Bush left the traffic behind, taking us back 

onto similarly desolate roads we’d almost taken for granted 
some 50 kilometres earlier. Life was good again and despite 
our legs feeling the burn, the chat and banter missing from the 
previous 15 kilometre slog returned to the fore. Easily some 
of the best views of the trip, the ride through Whites Town and 
Ballynamoney was more than worth the additional distance and 
certainly put a skip back into our step for the final push to Carl-
ingford’s finish line.

With Carlingford’s road signs now down to single digits, 
whatever was left in our legs was soon left on the road as 
we sprinted towards the imaginary finish line in true Tour de 
France spirits. This Sunday Spin was always about the journey 
and not the destination, but among friends competition is nev-
er far away and so the final batch of bragging rights had to be 
decided.

As we kicked back, with feet dangling out over the edge of 
Carlingford’s pier, it was impossible to deny that the Wee Coun-
ty had delivered the goods. Yes, by chance, we couldn’t have 
asked for better weather. But what wasn’t luck was the roads 
we’d found or once forgotten about. Roads off the well-beaten 
track that at times had us riding within inches of the breaking 
waves and not traffic. One for the ages, it was a Sunday Spin 
that won’t be forgotten and one which will certainly make me 
reassess my doorstep road rides from here on out.



THE COFFEE STOPS
A good cycle ride ain’t complete 

without a proper coffee stop or 
three. Here’s the pick of the bunch 
from Drogheda to Carlingford.

TERMONFECKIN // JAFFA ON THE 
GRÍAN

Located at the entrance of the 
An Grianán centre on the R167 
Baltray Road on approach to Ter-
monfeckin. Guaranteed a good bun 
or cake.

CASTLEBELLINGHAM // FOLEY’S 
TEA ROOM

The 18th century tea room, lo-
cated in the centre of Castlebel-
lingham, is a perfect stop if you 
fancy real coffee, sandwiches and 
even an all-day breakfast.

WHITES TOWN // LILY FINNEGANS
A traditional old style pub close 

to the coast and just five kilometres 
from the village of Carlingford. The 
hidden gem of the area with out-
side seating. Liquid refreshments 
only.

WHERE TO STAY
If you plan on making a weekend 

of it and want to bed down for the 
night, Drogheda and Carlingford 
have a multitude of options. Here are 
two keepers.

DROGHEDA // D HOTEL
Our starting point of the trip, it sits 

on the banks of the Boyne and forms 
part of the Scotch Hall shopping 
centre. Offers 104 superb rooms and 
plenty of parking for guests too.

www.dhotel.com

CARLINGFORD // FOUR SEASONS 
HOTEL

Boasting 58 rooms, a leisure cen-
tre and plenty of parking, the hotel 
ticks plenty of boxes. 
www.4seasonshotelcarlingford.ie







HOW TO: MOUNTAIN BIKE SKILLS

As a three-time Red Bull Foxhunt winner, multi-time Irish 
mountain bike champion and riding skills coach with Rosco 
Lines, there’s little Colin Ross doesn’t know about riding fast. 
With an invaluable wealth of experience, Colin offers his hot 
tips on being a better, smoother and ultimately faster rider 
on the trail. In this issue he shows us how to rail berms...

Words: Colin Ross, Photos: Robert Lynn



HOW TO: MOUNTAIN BIKE SKILLS





Railin’ Berms
Cornering is where trail speed is won and lost. Confidently carrying 

speed into and — most importantly — out of a berm will see you 
flow much more efficiently down the hill and avoid wasting energy as 

you frantically pump in unnecessary pedal strokes. 
Berms are essentially banked corners — usually 90 or 180 degrees in 

radius — and a staple feature on every trail centre, so getting your tech-
nique dialled will see you right pretty much anywhere you ride. The aim 
of a berm is to use it to benefit your speed and momentum by exiting the 
corner as efficiently as possible.

Smoothness builds speed. Start 
slowly and build up. Once you 
get the technique dialled you 
can begin to brake later, lean 
into the berm more and ultimate-
ly exit faster.

Breaking the berm into three 
parts — entry, apex and exit — 
allows you to focus on each sec-
tion as it happens.

ROSCO’S TOP TIPS…



ENTRY
Approach the berm as wide you can go to 
make the turn easier. A wide line allows you to 
carry speed. Although you are taking the lon-
gest way around, that additional speed com-
pensates for the extra distance travelled.
As you approach, adjust your speed so you 
don’t have to brake or pedal mid turn. Look for 
the apex (midpoint) of the berm, it will naturally 
steer you wider.

APEX
Leaning into the corner with arms and knees slightly bent 
and bum over the rear of the saddle ensures your body 
weight compresses down into both the tyres and suspen-
sion to get maximum grip. 
Keeping your pedals level, with your best foot forward, 
allows for even weight distribution. At the apex release the 
brakes and look up to spot your exit point.
Looking for the exit point will increase your confidence to 
stay off the brakes because you can see the direction you 
want to go in.



APEX
Leaning into the corner with arms and knees slightly bent 
and bum over the rear of the saddle ensures your body 
weight compresses down into both the tyres and suspen-
sion to get maximum grip. 
Keeping your pedals level, with your best foot forward, 
allows for even weight distribution. At the apex release the 
brakes and look up to spot your exit point.
Looking for the exit point will increase your confidence to 
stay off the brakes because you can see the direction you 
want to go in.

EXIT
You want to control the exit of 
the corner. Once past the apex, 
allow your body weight to come 
slightly forward to maintain grip 
on the front wheel. 
Staying too far back reduces 
control of your front wheel. Use 
the full length of the berm to 
drive down off it and build your 
speed.



Ready

Steady

Sportive
Words: Aaron McCann & Robert Lynn, Photos: Robert Lynn, Olaf Pignataro/ 
Jürgen Skarwan/Red Bull Content Pool



THERE’S NOTHING QUITE LIKE GOING FOR A CYCLE RIDE 
WITH A COUPLE OF THOUSAND LIKE-MINDED FOLK. 
CYCLOSPORTIVES ARE A GREAT WAY TO DISCOVER NEW 
CYCLING ROUTES IN A NON-COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT 
WHILE PUTTING YOUR FITNESS TO THE TEST. AND WITH 
CYCLING BOOMING IN IRELAND RIGHT NOW, THERE’S 
HUNDREDS OF EVENTS TO CHOOSE FROM EACH YEAR AND 
ONE CLOSER TO YOU THAN YOU THINK.



A non-competitive event — not a 
race — sportives are short-to-long 
distance organised cycle rides with 
sometimes up to 10,000 cyclists 
entered. 
Taking place most weekends across 
the length and breadth of the coun-
try, signing up to a sportive can be 
a great way to ride a new route with-
out having to plan every twist and 
turn on Google Maps, while also 
completing some fitness goals.

Although once again we’re em-
phasising on the phrase “it’s not a 
race”, a sportive follows a similar 

format to that of a competition
There’s an entry fee, riding num-

bers provided, strict route with 
strict starting times and time allow-
ance to complete it. Marshals are 
generally on hand for road cross-
ings and you’ll find food and drink 
stations along the way. Roads are 
open to regular traffic so the high-
way codes apply and helmets are 
mandatory.

Very much a social occasion, you 
can treat them as serious or as fun 
as you like and for many finishing is 
winning.

SPORTIVES EXPLAINED

WHAT: GREAT DUBLIN BIKE RIDE
WHEN: SUNDAY 24TH SEPTEMBER 2017
ROUTES: 60KM & 100KM
WEBSITE: WWW.GREATDUBLINBIKERIDE.IE

The second edition of the Great Dublin Bike Ride takes place on Sunday Septem-
ber 24th. With two routes to choose from — 60km and 100km — the ride takes 
you from Smithfield in the heart of Dublin city past Portmarnock and as far north 
as Naul, returning through Ashbourne and Blanchardstown before arriving back to 
Smithfield. Up to 7,000 cyclists are expected to take part.

WHAT: RING OF KERRY
WHEN: 1ST SATURDAY OF JULY ANNUALLY
ROUTE: 112 MILES
WEBSITE: WWW.RINGOFKERRYCYCLE.IE

The biggest one-day charity fundraising event in Munster, the Ring of Kerry Chari-
ty Cycle attracts about 10,000 leisure cyclists who experience a fun and rewarding 
day’s cycling. The route is 112 miles of the spectacular Ring of Kerry. The event is 
also a fundraiser for many worthy Kerry-based charities.



WHAT: WICKLOW 200
WHEN: JUNE ANNUALLY
ROUTES: 100KM & 200KM
WEBSITE: WWW.WICKLOW200.IE
Completing its 36th edition, the Wicklow 200 is regarded by many as Ireland’s pre-
mier cycling challenge. The Daddy of Irish sportives, the Wicklow 200 offers a real 
challenge with 100km and 200km routes around Wicklow. The tough climbs are 
rewarded by spectacular scenery and for any serious sportive cyclists, ticking the 
Wicklow 200 off your bucket list is a must-do.

WHAT: CELTIC SERIES - TOUR DE BOYNE VALLEY
WHEN: 10TH SEPTEMBER
ROUTES: 96KM & 143KM
WEBSITE: WWW.CELTICSERIES.IE
The Skoda Tour de Boyne Valley starts in Drogheda, Co. Louth and offers two routes — 
96km and 143km. Cyclists will head out the coast road north of Drogheda through 
Termonfeckin and Clogherhead before heading inland. The event passes close to some 
of The Boyne Valley’s historic monuments while offering a great day out on the bike.



WHAT: L’ETAPE DU TOUR
WHERE: FRANCE
WHEN: JULY ANNUALLY
WEBSITE: WWW.LETAPEDUTOUR.COM

The L’Étape du Tour is the grande of sportives. Each year the event takes place 
on one of the mountain stages of the Tour de France, therefore offering a different 
route each year. With 15,000 taking part, roads are closed to traffic as you tackle 
some iconic climbs like Col du Galibier or Mont Ventoux — made famous in 2016 
by Chris Froome running up it without a bike.

WHAT: THE FRED WHITTON CHALLENGE
WHERE: GREAT BRITAIN
WHEN: MAY ANNUALLY
WEBSITE: WWW.FREDWHITTONCHALLENGE.CO.UK

Britain’s premier cycle sportive, the Fred Whitton Challenge is a gruelling 112-mile 
sportive challenge ride for charity around the Lake District, run in memory of Fred 
Whitton. With some killer climbs expect elevation gains of 4,000 metres and 
gradients up to 30 per cent.

WHAT: LA MARMOTTE
WHERE: FRANCE
WHEN: JULY ANNUALLY
WEBSITE: WWW.MARMOTTEGRANFONDOSERIES.COM

France’s Marmotte is a fixed route of 175 kilometres featuring over 5,000 metres 
of climbing. Starting in Bourg-d’Oisans, the finish line is perched at the top of the 
infamous 21-turn climb to the Alpe d’Huez. But to get there you must first complete 
the mythical Tour de France passes of Col du Glandon, Col du Telegraphe and 
Col du Galibier.
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You’ve signed up to ride, you’ve done the 
training miles and you’re carrying a lifetime 
supply of energy gels, but have you checked 
your bike to make sure it’s up to scratch?

 Often overlooked, your bike is the only 
piece of transportation you’ve got to com-
plete the ride, so in that case it’s best to 
make sure it’s in tip-top shape before you 
start. Otherwise you could be in for the lon-
gest ride of your life — for all the wrong 
reasons.

The wise saying “fail to prepare, then 
prepare to fail” never rang truer when it 
comes to lining up for your sportive ride. 
Don’t leave your bike prep until the 
last minute. 

At the beginning of the week beforehand, 
give your bike a thorough wash and clean. 
You don’t want to show up on a grubby bike, 
and a good scrub down will help pin-point 
any faults and potential failings.

Sportive Bike Check

What to pack
Some people pack for a sportive like they pack for a 
summer holiday — bringing everything but the kitchen 
sink. You’re heading out for a day’s ride, not a trans 
American coast-to-coast.

Ensure your saddle bag is packed neatly and secured 
properly — you don’t want to lose it on the way round. 
During training rides keep an eye on what you use and 
what you don’t. Jersey pockets are there for storing 
snacks or a rain jacket (weather dependent) so keep 
your saddle bag weight down. Whittle out the weed and 
decide on the essentials.



Spare chain link
2 plastic tyre levers
Money — just in case!
First aid essentials — band aid, eye drops.
Co2 canister and inflator — ditch the pump.
Invest in a quality multitool — it contains all 
the spanners you need for roadside repairs.
Spare tube — make sure it’s the correct valve 
type, tyre width and wheel diameter size for 
your bike.
ICE contact — wrist band or name tag with 
emergency details.
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TYRES
Inspect your tyres for any flat spots, and side 
wall fray. Ensure the bead is seated correctly 
with no bulges. 

Set your tyre pressure. Follow the manu-
facturers guidelines but a 100psi is a good 
reference point. Incorrectly inflated tyres can 
be the difference between a good ride and a 
great one. 

Low pressure runs the risk of “snakebike” 
punctures from rimming the tyre off a rough 
road surface, pothole, manhole cover and 
also increases rolling resistance.

Sticky or clicky gear selection will quickly become the bane of 
your 100-kilometre sportive ride, especially when you are working 
overtime up a climb. Having given your groupset a squeaky-clean 
scrub down during washing, now check that both derailleurs are 
moving fluidly up and down the gears without slippage or jumps. 

Use the barrel adjusters to tune the cable tension. A common 
mistake is to adjust the limit screws, unless new parts have been 
installed, the limit screws do not need adjustment.

GROUPSET

The 4 Checkpoints



With a five-hour plus ride ahead of you, it’s best to make sure 
your bike is comfortable to cycle. You don’t want to be peeled 
off it at the finish line because the saddle was out of shape or 
the handlebars were crooked. Check your saddle height — hip 
height is a good indicator but you should be able to do a full 
pedal stroke without fully extending or locking out your knee. 

Ensure the saddle angle is comfortable. Too high and your 
nether region will go numb — not good! Check the handlebars 
are not too low and racy, while the levers and shifters are easy 
to operate. Locks, winter lights, mudguards are all unnecessary 
and can be removed for a cleaner, lighter and more efficient 
bike.

ERGONOMICS

Check for uniform wear on both 
the left and right brake block. 
Uneven wear can mean the 
brake calipers need centring or 
may have become seized — 
common with dirty bikes. 

Are your brake levers coming 
in too far? If so, use the barrel 
adjusters for quick adjustment.

BRAKES
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Bike Shed



TEN EASY STEPS TO KEEP YOUR PRIDE AND 
JOY SQUEAKY CLEAN AND THE PICK OF 
YOUR CLUB RIDE BUNCH.
Words: Aaron McCann, Photos: Robert Lynn

WASH RIGHT
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A clean bike can mean a happy life. Whether it be your road, mountain or 
commute-to-work bike, keeping it clean can help you to keep on top of 
maintenance by spotting potential hazards before they fester into problems 

that can leave you stranded by the roadside or trail. On top of that it’s always best 
to look smart.

If you’re a regular mountain biker, then we’re pretty sure you know how to 
handle a garden hose and scrubbing brush as a wash down after most rides is a 
forgone conclusion. If, like some of us here at FreeWheelin’, you are a fair weath-
er roadie, then you’ll tend to squeeze in a few more rides between washes. 

Operating by the “little and often” rule of thumb, a regular wash will ensure you 
get the job done quickly and painlessly, spot problems early and your mates won’t 
take the mick out of you at the next club ride.

1 Invest in a decent bike stand to lift the bike off the 
ground and out of the dirt. Aside from giving you 

more “space” and ease to work on the bike, keeping 
the bike off the ground prevents splash back from the 
dirt and grime you’ve just washed off.

2 Remove both wheels for a thorough 
wash. It allows you to get in closer to the 

nooks and crannies of the frame and com-
ponents for a proper inspection. A top tip is 
to drop the chain down into the bottom cog 
on the cassette before removal — it makes it 
easier to put the wheel back on.
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3An initial wash down will help 
to loosen the dirt and lift off any 

heavy or clunky debris.

5A paint brush will let you get in and round the front derailleur, bottom bracket 
and brake calipers to route out the grim a sponge simply won’t. 

4Time to get stuck in and give 
her a good scrub. Use a 

wide, soft bristled brush to wash 
down the frame. A sponge will 
work too but take care to inspect 
for embedded grit so you don’t 
end up scoring a nasty scratch 
down the frame tubes.
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6While allowing the 
detergent to do its 

thing, give your wheels a 
pre-rinse.

7Grab a sponge to wash 
down the tyre, rims 

and spokes. Use this as an 
opportunity to inspect for 
thread wear, rim buckles 
and any loose spokes.

8Use a small scrubbing 
brush to give the cassette 

a deep clean, while a paint 
brush will allow you to clean 
in and around the back of the 
cassette.
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TOOLS OF THE TRADE
Bucket
Sponge optional
Bike specific detergent
A good tripod bike stand
Garden hose with spray washer style connector
3 Brushes — 1 wide, soft bristle, 1 narrower harder 
bristled brush, 1 40mm paint brush

9With the wheels prepped, rinse off the frame with the garden 
hose. Once that’s complete, rinse off both wheels.

10 With everything 
washed down, pop 

the wheels back on and 
leave the bike on the stand 
to dry. Job done!



About Us
Freewheelin’ is a free on-line only publication written 
and produced by cyclists, born out of the love for cy-
cling. Each issue contains some of the finest words and 
photography we could muster about cycling in Ireland 
be it road, mountain or urban. We hope our passion 
for two wheels inspires you to embrace the outdoors 
and crank those pedals. Stay safe and enjoy the ride.

Editor: Robert Lynn
Email: robert@freewheelin.com

Road Tester: Aaron McCann
Mountain Bike Tester: Smiley McArdle

Bike Shed: Aaron McCann
Email: aaron.mc.cann12@hotmail.com

Skills Coach: Colin Ross
Email: roscolines@gmail.com

Advertising enquiries: info@freewheelin.com

Many Thanks to Spin11, Vitus Bikes, Green 
Bikes, Cycling Ireland, 100%, Fox Head Europe, 

Chain Reaction Cycles, Rosco Lines, 
MechcannX and Future7Media for helping to 

make this issue a reality. Please consider them 
when making your next cycling related purchase.

Disclaimer

A lot of blood, sweat, tears and time went into the 
publication of Freewheelin’ so please respect it. 
Nothing in this publication can be reproduced without 
written permission from Freewheelin’. The views and 
opinions in this magazine are for information only. 
Readers are advised to contact directly with retailers 
and manufacturers regards the price of products and 
services discussed in this magazine. 

Contact robert@freewheelin.com for more information.

This issue is dedicated to 
the loving memory of Mary 
Lynn. Always missed.


